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In his paper [ 11, Dubuc constructed some toposes 6 which contain the category of 
smooth manifolds in such a way that the real number line becomes of line type in b, 
and such that the “analytical” differential calculus for manifolds agrees with the 
“synthetic” one (in the sense of [3, 4, 6, 81, say) in 6. 
Dubuc singled out some particular structures and properties which exist in these 
cases and proposed the name well adapted model for these. (“Well adapted” 
because they are adapted to study classical differential calculus from synthetic 
viewpoint). 
However, some of the structure he puts as data for the notion of well-adapted 
model can, as we shall show, actually be derived from just one datum: a functor 
from the category of smooth manifolds into a topos, provided this functor has 
certain good properties. Likewise some of the properties constituting his notion of 
“well adapted” can be derived from the others. This is the content of the present 
note, whose content therefore can be summarized by the phrase: a minimal 
axiomatics for well-adapted models. 
To state the main Axiom 2: that R should become a ring object in i, of line type in 
an extended sense, we need some preliminaries on ring objects and Weil algebra 
objects in categories with finite limits. This parallels completely Section 1 in [3]. 
1. Preliminaries about ring objects in categories with finite inverse limits 
Let A be a commutative ring object in a category I: with finite inverse limits. By a 
Weil algebra over A we shall understand an A-bilinear multiplicative structure on 
A’ (for some integer k), turning Ak into a commutative A-algebra object, in such a 
* The content of the present note was presented at two evposCs at Seminaire Benabou, Paris, Jan. 1979. 
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way that both the maps 
A-Ak-A 
incl, proj I 
are A-algebra maps, and so that the kernel I ( ZA k- *) of proj I is nilpotent, ZP+ t= 0, 
for some integer p. 
The most important example is A x,4 equipped with the “ring of dual numbers” 
structure A[&] (cf. [3]). 
For the case where A is the ring of real numbers in the category of sets, the notion 
of Weil algebra coincides with that considered by A. Weil in [9]. We shall denote the 
category of such real Weil algebras by ~1. The morphisms are arbitrary R-algebra 
maps. (Each real Weil algebra is in fact a local ring, but it is clear that an arbitrary 
IR-algebra map between two Weil-algebras is actually local (= takes the maximal 
ideal into the maximal ideal)). 
Since an fR-bilinear map Rk x RkdlRk is automatically smooth, it follows that a 
real Weil algebra (in Sets) is actually also a Weil algebra over il? in the category of 
smooth manifolds. 
It is clear that if i: 9+ A is a product preserving functor and W is a Weil algebra 
over B in .Y, then i W is a Weil algebra over iB in 6. This remark we shall apply to the 
case where .Y=lwJ the category of (paracompact) smooth manifolds. 
Let us now assume that B has finite inverse limits. Then given a commutative ring 
A in G and a Weil algebra V over it, we construct an object jV in 6 by taking the 
object YrihA of A-algebra homomorphisms from V to A; it is carved out of the 
object [ V,A] of A-linear maps from V to A, by means of a suitable equalizer. Note 
that the object [V, A ] is isomorphic to A k for some integer k, since Vitself is = Ak as 
an A-module, so that the existence of [V, A] does not require any Cartesian closed 
structure on 8. 
For the case where V=A XA =A[&] (the ring of dual numbers over A), the object 
jV is the subobject D G A consisting of elements of square zero, because A [E] clearly 
is the generic A-algebra-with-an-element-of-square-zero, namely E. 
Thus, the way to think of thejV’s are as infinitesimal geometric objects. 
In case i : .Fj 6 is a product preserving functor, and B is a commutative ring 
object in .F, and W a Weil algebra over B, we shall write jW for j(i( W)). This in 
particular applies whenever we have a product preserving functor i: Mf * 6. In this 
case we get to each Weil algebra W over ii;) an “infinitesimal” object j( W) = j(i( W)) 
in 6, in fact, one gets a functor j : Yl Op-+ f, 
jW=iWdA, WE ~1, (1.1) 
where A = iR. Note j/R = 1. 
I am indebted to M. Coste for pointing out this representation-free way of 
describing the functor j. My original description of it depended on choosing a finite 
presentation of each WE Y/. 
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If we assume further that each j W is exponentiable (which will certainly be the 
case if 6 is a topos), we have for each WE y1 a canonical map 
iW”“_ AjW (1.2) 
namely the canonical map into the double dual. It may be described as exponential 
adjoint of the evaluation map 
iWx(jW)=iWx(iWhA)A A. 
Clearly, (YW is natural in WE f, and the fact that j W was constructed as the object 
of A-algebra homomorphisms from iW to A implies that crw becomes an A-algebra 
map (where A jw inherits an A-algebra structure from A because the functor ( -)jw 
preserves products). 
Note that aw generalizes the a considered in [3, (I.O)]. 
A Weil algebra W decomposes as a vector space 
w=wgr 
where I consists of nilpotent elements, and where the displayed copy of ? are the 
real multiples of the unit. The projection onto this direct summand is denoted rr. 
But also, 71 gives rise to jlT?-jW and thus in turn to a map 
which will also be denoted R, or often is not given a name. 
2. The axioms 
Let i: Mf-6 be a functor from the category of smooth ( =Cao) paracompact 
manifolds into a topos. We say that it is (or provides) a well adapted model for 
synthetic differential geometry if the three axioms below are satisfied. The first 
axiom implies that i preserves finite products, so that we canonically have the 
functor j : % OP-+ d, and the transformation GL, as described in Section 1. Thus the 
only datum for the axioms is the functor i. 
Axiom 1. The functor i: Mf- 6 preserves transversal pullbacks, terminal objects, 
and coverings. 
(This terminology will be explained below). 
Axiom 2. For each WE Al, the canonical cyu’: iW+A”’ is invertible, where A 
denotes i(R). 
Axiom 3. For each WE yl, the functor (-) jrc’. i -+ 6 commutes with all colimits. . 
Explanation of the terminology in Axiom 1. By a rransversal pull-back in the 
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category of smooth manifolds, one understands the pull-back of a pair of maps 
which are transversal in the usual sense of differential topology [2]: the mapsfand g 
in 
N 
are transversal if for each m EM and 
f(m) = g(n) ( = 4, say), 
then the images of the linear maps 
dfm and dg,, 
neN, if 
span the whole tangent space T&Q) (i.e. they are jointly epic in the category of R- 
vector spaces). 
When we say that ipreserves coverings, we mean that a covering of a manifold by 
open subsets goes to a jointly epic family in 8 by the functor i. 
The importance for synthetic differential geometry of having a functor i : Mf- 8 
with the properties of Axiom 1 was stressed independently by Joyal and Dubuc in 
1978. It is clear that one does not want i to preserve all finite limits, because then it 
would preserve the equalizer {XE R[x2=O} = 1 which would force the basic 
infinitesimal object Dc,~ to be the terminal object, which is incompatible with A 
being of line type in any sense. 
Note that Axiom 2 just expresses that A is of line type in a rather general sense. If 
Axiom 2 was just stated for the case W= lR[&], this would precisely say that A is of 
line type in the sense of [3]. If Axiom 2 was just stated for the case of Weil algebras 
of form lRIX]/(Xn) (n = 1,2, . ..). this would precisely say that A is of “line type in 
the extended sense” of [4]. 
Finally, Axiom 3 is essentially the smallness axiom for infinitesimal objects, 
introduced in [6]. It allows techniques of “etale descent” to be applied. 
There are models for the axioms. This follows from the work of Dubuc [l]. The 
simplest model is 4 = Set *I, the functor category of covariant functors from % 
(= category of Weil algebras) to Sets. The functor i is given by 
hf- [ w- hOmn.Alg(c"(M, R), w]. 
Dubuc in [l] also constructs a model i: Mf&A with i full. 
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We note two immediate consequences of the axioms: 
(1) Open embeddings go to manic maps. This follows by considering, for an open 
embedding U *M, the transversal pull-back 
u- M. 
(2) The functor i preserves coproducts. For, in fi U; we get the i(U,)-i(u Uj)‘s 
to be manic, to cover and to be disjoint (the disjointness of coproducts in Mf being 
expressed by a transversal pull-back). 
3. The theorems 
The theorems one primarily wants to prove to justify the name “well adapted 
model” are of course those that relate the “analytic’‘-differential calculus and 
geometry in Mf with the “synthetic” differential calculus and geometry in G. One 
also would like to know which of the good first order properties of !K? persist to 
i(R) =A. We give here the theorems in this direction that can be proved on basis of 
the Axioms 1-3 listed above. The proofs are given later. 
Theorem 1. The fun&or i preserves differentiation of functions f : R+ R. Explicitly, 
icf’) = (if) 
where the first prime denotes “ordinary” differentiation, the second prime means 
the “‘synthetic” differentiation 131. 
Theorem 2. Open inclusions go to &ale monies. More generally, local homeo- 
morphisms go to &ale maps. 
Recall from [6] (essentially) that a map g :X+ Y is &a/e if for each object of form 
iW ( WE ul), the diagram 
xiw P yiw 
X-Y 
is a pull-back. 
Theorems 1 and 2 can be combined to give an improvement of Theorem 1 to 
functions which are only defined on open sets. 
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For, by Theorem 2, open subsets of IR” go to etale subobjects. Such are in 
particular subeuciidean in the sense of [4] but synthetic differentiation of maps 
defined on such makes sense. 
Theorem 3. The functor i commutes with formation of tangent bundles, 
i(TM More generally, for any WE ti, and Me Mf, there is a canonical 
isomorphism 
i( TwM) + (iM)jw, 
Here, TwM denotes the We&bundle of type Won M; in Weil’s terminology, [9, 
Section 31 “le proiongement de M d’espece W” denoted there %I. We shall 
recapitulate the properties of this construction when giving the proof of Theorem 3. 
It will turn out that T,M generalizes the (rw of (I .2). 
Theorem 4. Each object i(M) is infinitesimally linear [8, 61, and satisfies the 
“Axiom 2” of [8]. 
Theorem 5. The ring A = i(lR) is a local ring which is real-separably-closed (in the 
sense of [5]). 
We should mention that Theorem 1 only requires the “line type” Axiom (Axiom 
2), besides: i preserves products. Theorem 5 only requires Axiom 1. 
The existence of an isomorphism “TMaMD” as in Theorem 3 was the departure 
point in Lawvere’s 1967-lecture “Categorical Dynamics”, which initiated the 
synthetic viewpoint. 
Proofs of Theorems I and 2 
The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following well known fact from analysis: 
if f: R+ IR is a smooth function, then the function f(x+ t) in two variables can be 
written 
vx,tEmxm:f(x+t)=f(x)+t~f’(x)+t~.g(t,X) (3.1) 
where g is some (uniquely determined) smooth function in two variables. Now the 
validity of (3.1) can be expressed in terms of commutativity of a certain diagram 
starting in IR x R, built from the f, f’, and g, and the ring operations “plus” and 
“times”, by means of Cartesian products. The functor i preserves uch products, 
from which we infer that we have commutativity of the analogous diagram in 8, 
with II? replaced by i(R) =A, and with f, f’, and g replaced by i(f), i(f’) and i(g), 
respectively. This means that the sentence 
Vx, t : (icf))(x + t) = (i(f))(x) + t l (iv))(x) + tz* (i(g))(x, t) (3.2) 
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is valid, from which we derive validity of (3.3): 
Vx, d [d’= O- (icf))(x+ d) = (i(J))(x) + d*(i(_f’))(x)] (3.3) 
But the map (i(J))‘:A+A defined by the synthetic differentiation process is 
characterized by validity of 
Vx, d [d’ = 0 = icf)(x+ d) = (i(J))(x) + de (i(J)>‘(x)], (3.4) 
and comparing (3.3) and (3.4) we get icf’) = (i(J))‘, proving Theorem 1. 
To prove Theorem 2, we make the following auxiliary definition. Let B be a 
commutative ring object in a category with finite products. If the multiplication 
map m : B x B-B of B, and the unit “element” 1 : 1-M have a pull-back (* in the 
diagram below) we denote by Inv(B) the subobject of B obtained as the upper 
composite in 
Inv(B) - BxB-=%B 
1-B I 
The fact that this upper composite is manic is an easy consequence of uniqueness 
of multiplicative inverses in commutative rings in sets. 
Lemma 3.1. Let B be a ring object in A4f. Then the pull-back diagram ( *) exists and 
is transversal. 
Proof. Let (x,_Y)E BX B have x-y= 1. (We write x-y for m(x,y).) We must prove 
dm(,,) epic. Consider s : B-B x B given by 
s(z) = (x,y*z). 
Then mos = ids and s( 1) = (x,y). From the chain rule then follows 
d(id)t =d(mos)I =drn~~~)~dsl 
and since the left hand side here is an identity map, it follows that drnc4,) is epic. 
Thus 1 is a regular value for multiplication, and its counterimage under m thus a 
submanifold of MxM, as is well known (see e.g. [2, preimage Theorem, p. 211). 
Thus, the set-theoretic pull-back therefore actually lives in Mf. and is transversal. 




WE x. We must prove that the diagram (**) is a pull-back 
.W Inv(A/“.)I(Inv(A))j”‘- A’ 
! I (**) (3.5) 
Inv(A) - A. 
The isomorphism indicated follows from the fact that the functor (- y”: 8 +t” 
commutes with limits, and so clearly preserves formation of “Inv”. Now, by Axiom 
2, AH- = i W. Under this identification, the diagram (3.5) becomes 
Inv(i W) - iW 
(3.6) 
& & 
Inv(iR) - im. 
From Lemma 3.1 and the Axiom 1 that i preserves transversal pull-backs, it follows 
that 
Inv(i W) = i(Inv( W)) 
and similarly for II?. Thus (3.6) may be identified with 
i(Inv( W)) w i(W) 
i I 
i(Inv(R)) +---+ W), 
which, however, is just i applied to the diagram 
Inv( W) H W 
I I 
R 
Inv(R) M R. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Now (3.8) is a pull-back diagram (because n is the canonical map from the local ring 
W to its residue field), and it is transversal since Inv(lR) *R is an open inclusion. 
Thus (3.7), and thus (3.6) and (3.5) are pull-back diagrams, proving Lemma 3.2. 
Now we are in a position to prove the first half of Theorem 2. For, if U NM is an 
open subset of a manifold, a theorem of analysis (see e.g. 12, Ex. 1.5.111, and 
combine with a partition-of-unity argument), says that there is a smooth function 
f: M-IT? such that the square 
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(3.9) 
is a pull-back, (necessarily transversal since Inv(R) is open in IR). Thus applying i to 
(3.9), we get a pull-back diagram in G 
I I 
Inv(A) = i(Inv(R)) M ill? =A 
in which the lower map is &ale, by Lemma 3.2. But etale maps are stable under pull- 
back (the proof is as in [6, Proposition 1.31). Thus iU kiM is Ctale. 
To prove the second half of Theorem 2, let N-M be a local homeomorphism. 
Cover N by open inclusions Nj -+ N, je J, so that each Nj+Nd M is an open 
inclusion. Let P = J_INj. Since i : Mf -+ R commutes with coproducts, we get in R the 
situation 
i(P) = fii(N;)-i(N)-i(M). 
Each i(N,)-+i(M) is etale, by what has already been proved. In analogy with Lemma 
4.3 of [6], it then follows that i(P)di(M) is etale. Similarly, i(P)+i(N) is &ale. 
Also, because i preserves coverings, i(P)-+i(N) is epic. The etaleness of i(N)-i(M) 
now follows from the following diagrammatic lemma (for the application, change P 
into i(P), etc.): 
Lemma 3.3. Given maps 
/ P-NAM 
with the composite &tale, and f &ale and epic. Then g is &ale. 
Proof. (In the following, write W for jW, etc.). We have by etaleness off that the 
left hand square in (3. IO), and therefore also the right hand square, are pull-backs 




The map PW+PxMw ’ IS manic as indicated, due to PW=Px~MW (etaleness of 
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gof). But in a topos, pulling back along an epic reflects the property of being 
manic. Thus NW *N x Mw. Now consider the diagram 
PW -NW- MW 
P-N-M. 
Let h :X-N, k : X-*MW be maps that make a commutative square when composed 
with N+M and ML’.-+M. W e are required to produce a map X-NW. Let 
X’= Px,vX. By etaleness of gof, we construct a map X’+P”: The map X’-X is 
epic, being pull-back of P+N. Its kernel pair PI, pz comes about by pulling back 
the kernel pair of P-+N. Now it is easy, using monicness of Nw+NxMw, to see 
that 
coequalizes PI, ~2, and thus factors across X, giving the desired X-NW. 
4. The Weil prolongation 
If WE I, there is a functor Tw: Mf-+Mf “Weil prolongation of type W” [9] as 
mentioned in Section 3. It has the property that it preserves transversal pull-backs 
and open coverings, see [I]. Furthermore, 
Tw( I%?) = w”; (4.1) 
this makes sense, because W= lR4 for some 4. and thus Wk= lRqk is a manifold. Let 
Tdenote the full subcategory of Mfconsisting of the Rk’s. It is a (finitary) algebraic 
theory in the sense of Lawvere [7]. Its n-ary operations are the smooth maps IR”* R. 
To give the value of the functor Tw on maps I?? k+ Rk’ in Mf is tantamount o making 
W into a model for the algebraic theory T. Being a commutative R-algebra W is 
already a model of the subtheory Tp G T consisting of polynomial maps (= the 
theory of commutative R-algebras). Because of the special assumptions on W(every 
element is a sum of XE R c Wand a nilpotent f), it is not hard to see that there is a 
unique T-structure on W extending the already existing T,-structure (see [I, 
Proposition 1.51, or (81). (For instance, if W= IR[E] and f: IF?- R is smooth, i.e. a 
unary operation in T, there is a smooth g: R’-+ II? such that (3.1) holds, and the 
value off on an element x+ Et in R[E] is given by 
f(x + Et) =f(x) + Et *f’(x). ) 
Furthermore, if B is any model for T, then 
horn Tp( W, 8) = horn T( W, B); 
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the argument is similar; see [ 1, Proposition 1 S] . It easily extends (or internalizes) to 
give (with notation of the preceding sections): 
Proposition 4.1. For any T-model B in L (with a compatible A-module structure), 
we have 
iWhB=iWf&B. 
Recall that the left hand side denotes the object of A-algebra morphisms i W-+ B. 
The right hand side denotes that subobject thereof consisting of A-algebra 
morphisms that are also homomorphisms of T-models. 
We can now describe the natural isomorphism 
r.c~: i(Tw(M)) p i&fjW 
in so far as objects of form lRk goes. It is essentially just (a~)~: 
i(Tw(@)) = i( Wk) 2 (iW)k (aH.,* (Ai”‘)kg (Ak)iW. 
which by Axiom 2 is invertible. To see its naturality w.r.t. smooth maps ;Rk+iRk’ is 
tantamount to seeing that it is a homomorphism of T-models. (Note that 1R, thus 
iR=A has a natural T-model structure). Now the argument given in Section 1 that 
aw is an A-algebra homomorphism used the fact that j W= i WRhA, the object of A- 
algebra homomorphisms. But since, by Proposition 4.1, i WhA = i W&A, the same 
argument in fact gives that cr w is also a T-homomorphism. Thus also (a& is, and 
thus 5.~1 (for M of form Wk) is natural in M. 
We now describe Trr$U) for U +IRk an open subset. An element in W can 
uniquely be written x + t with x E E? and t nilpotent. Now 
Tw( U) c Trr.( Rk) = Wk 
can by [ 1, Corollary 2 to Proposition 1. lo] be defined to consist of those k-tuples in 
W 
(XI + tl,Xz+ t?, . . . ,Xk+ lk) 
for which (XI, . . . ,Xk) E (/. It dearly iS an open subset. 
Proposition 4.2. The isomorphism r;k: i(Tn(?“))-+(Ak)JU maps the subobject 
i(TH,(iJ)) isomorphically lo the subobject (iW)J”’ ++(Ak)Jrr; thus defining 
TU: i(T1c.U) 7 iujk’: 
Proof. Consider the two commutative squares 
i(TwU) H iWk iuJ”’ _ (Ak)J@ 
iU VA” iU i----t Ak. 
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Both are pull-backs: the left hand one is a pull-back because it is the functor i 
applied to that transversal pull-back which defines TwU as a subset of Wk. The right 
hand one is a pull-back by the Ctaleness of iU kAk (Theorem 2). The rr+ makes the 
two upper right hand corners isomorphic, and the lower corners are already 
(pairwise) equal. The result follows. 
To describe the value of the functor Tw on a smooth map U / V(Uand V 
open subsets of lRk and IRk; respectively), is not obvious. It suffices to consider the 
case V= RF= R. The value of the map Twcf) 
Wk 2 Tw(U) = Tw(R) = W 
on an element 
z=(XI+tl,..., Xk+tk)E Tw(U)c Wk 
is described as follows. We have (XI, . . . , Xk)E U. By well known Theorems of 
analysis (see e.g. [ 1, Corollary 2 in Section OJ), there exists a neighbourhood U’ G U 
of (XI, . . . ( xk) such that f 1 u’ may be extended to a smooth map g : Rk-+ II?. Then 
Tw(g) : Wk-+ W has already been defined. Put 
Twcf)(z) := Tw(g)(xl+ [I, . . . ,xk+ tk). 
It can be proved not to depend on the choice of U’ and g, cf. [1, Corollary 1 to 
Proposition 1.10). 
Having thus described Twcf) for f : U+ I?, (I/z; Rk), as well as 
7~: i(Tw(U)) A iUjw, we can prove naturality of 7 with respect oj: It is clear 
from the definition of 7~ and the already proved naturality of 7 with respect to 
“global” maps lRk-, R, that if f can be extended to all of Rk, then r is natural with 
respect o f. Now, in general, f cannot be so extended, but as stated above, U can be 
covered by open subsets u’ such that each f j U’ can be extended. For each such U’ 
we thus get a commutative naturality square 
i(TwU’) 
r(TdfiU’)) , i(TwR) 
(iCJ?jw - ‘Lpw. 
But since both functors Tw and i preserve coverings, i(TwU) is covered by 
i(TwU’)‘s, from which we conclude that the relevant naturality square starting in 
i(TwU) commutes. 
Thus, we have described Tw( U) as well as ru : i( Tw( I/)) 5 iUiw for any open 
subset U of any R”, and proved naturality of T. Knowing the existence of the functor 
TW on the whole category Mf (with the properties mentioned at the beginning of this 
section), it is now a purely formal matter to produce an isomorphism 
i( Tw(M))-+iMiW (4.2) 
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for any ME Mf, natural in M. For both functors io Tee and (i( - ))jw are functors 
@i:Mf+4 (i= 1,2) 
that preserve transversal pull-backs and coverings. (Here, we use the Axiom 3 of 
smallness ofjW.) We already have a natural isomorphism r between the restrictions 
of these functors to the full subcategory mfr Mfconsisting of open subsets of @‘s. 
Since both @I and @2 preserves coproducts (for @2, again using Axiom 3), 5 extends 
uniquely to a natural isomorphism on the full subcategory mf’ consisting of 
coproducts of objects from mf. Finally, if McMf is arbitrary, there is an exact 
diagram in Mf 
(a coequalizer, and at the same time, a (transversal) pull-back) consisting of local 
homeomorphisms, and with R and PE mf’). It goes by @pi (i= 1,2) to an exact 
diagram in 6, which allows one to construct S,M by means of up and 7R. We omit 
details. Theorem 3 is proved. 
To prove Theorem 4, we first prove the result for M= IR. In the notation of [6], we 
should prove the existence of a pull-back diagram of form 
A D(2) -AD 
I I 
AD - A. 
But D(2) is given by the 3-dimensional Weil algebra W(XI,XZ]/(X;*X~=O) and D 
given by the 2-dimensional R[X]/(X’). The result easily follows. Similarly for the 
condition for D(3), and the “Axiom 2” of (81, 
These conditions imply immediately the similar conditions for Ak = i(@), and 
next for any subobject of Ak, in particular for i(U) hi(@) where U till? is open. 
Because each ( .)jwcommutes with coproducts (Axiom 3), the result follows next for 
a coproduct of such U’s. For an arbitrary object MeMf, the result now follows 
from the Theorem 2.2 in [6] about etale descent of infinitesimal linearity. There is a 
similar descent Theorem for the “Axiom 2” of [8]. 
5. First order properties of A 
In this paragraph, Theorem 5 is proved. It is really only an appendix, since only 
Axiom 1 is utilized. 
We first prove that A is a local ring object, i.e. satisfies 
l(0 = 1) 
Vx: x invertiblev 1 -x invertible. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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In Mf, we have the transversal pull-back 
0 -1 
I I I 
1 - R. 
0 
Since i preserves transversal pull-backs and initial object, we get a pull-back in G of 
similar form with IR replaced by iR=A. But this implies (5.1). To prove (5.2), we 
note that the two open sets 
{XC IRjx invertible), {XE 1’Rl(1 -x) invertible} 
cover IR. They go by i to the subobjects Inv(A), and Inv(A) + 1, respectively, as was 
proved in Lem.ma 3.1, (at least for the first of these objects; the proof for the second 
is similar). Since i preserves coverings, we get that lnv(A) and Inv(A) + 1 together 
cover A. This proves A local. 
Next, A is formally real, meaning that for each n = 1,2, . . . 
n 
V (x; invertible)* i X’ invertible. 
,=, i=l 
This holds for IR, and there means that the open set cIR” defined by the left hand 
side is contained in the open set defined by the right hand side. But the formation of 
both of these sets are preserved by i because formation of Inv is preserved. 
Finally, to prove A separably real closed in the sense of [S] means to prove 
A x A = A[i] (“The complex numbers over A “) to be a separably closed local ring in 
the sense of [lo]. Now A[i] = i(C) (the two i’s here have different meaning!). Let us 
for any ring object B in a category with sufficiently many finite limits and a fixed 
n = 1,2, . . . , consider 
hn-‘(Inv(B)) MB” 
where hn : B”+B is the polynomial map (with integral coefficients) which to an n- 
tuple (bo, . . . . bn- I) associates the hyperdiscriminant of the manic polynomial 
bo+b,X+...+bn-,X”-1-r-X” 
If we take B= @ in Mf. then i preserves the formation of Inv, by Lemma 3.1, and 
since Inv(C) c C is open, the pull-back hn- *(Inv(C)) is transversal and thus 
preserved by i, 
i(hn-‘(Inv(C)) =hn-‘(Inv(iC)) 
For a commutative ring object B in a category with products, let, for each 
n=l,2,... 
ev:B”xB*B 
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and 
evd: B”xB-B 
be given by 
and 
(bo, . . . ,b,-,,Z)c.bo+b,z+...+bn-,z”-‘+Z”, 
-b,+262zi-.e.+nq”-‘, 
respectively (“evaluating a polynomial at I”, and “evaluating its formal derivative 
at z”, respectively). For B = C in Mf, consider 
ev - ‘(0) ‘7 evd - ‘(Inv(C)) C_ C” x C. (5.3) 
The formation of evd- ‘(Inv(C)) is preserved by i, by standard argument, but not the 
formation of ev-‘(0). However, the formation of (5.3) is preserved because the 
restriction of ev to evd-‘(Inv(@)) is a submersion (its derivative with respect to the 
last variable is #O, namely (bev/bz) (b,z) = evd(b, z) which is invertible if 
(b,z) E evd-‘(Inv(C)). 
The set described in (5.3) is the set of pairs consisting of a polynomial plus a 
separable root of it. A polynomial that has a separable root has invertible hyper- 
discriminant, and since @ is separably closed, the converse holds also. Thus, the 
projection map C”x @+C” maps ev-‘(O)nevd-‘(Inv(C)) onto hn-‘(Inv(C)), and in 
fact this map is a local homeomorphism because small variation in the coefficients 
of a polynomial gives rise to a definite variation of each of the simple roots. 
Since the formation of ev - ‘(0) n evd- ‘(Inv) and of hn - ‘(Inv) on C is preserved by 
i, by the arguments given, and since local homeomorphisms which are surjective go 
to epimorphisms by i (because i preserves coverings), we conclude that the 
projection 
i(@)nx i(C)-i(C)” 
induces an epimorphism 
ev - ‘(0) n evd - ‘(Inv(iC))* hn - ‘(Inv(iC)), 
which means that iC is separably closed. This proves Theorem 5. 
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